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Continuum Topology Optimization
of Buckling-Sensitive Structures

Salam Rahmatalla¤ and Colby C. Swan†

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Two formulationsfor continuum topologyoptimizationof structures takingbucklingconsiderations into account
are developed, implemented, and compared. In the � rst, the structure undergoing a speci� ed loading is modeled as
a hyperelastic continuum at � nite deformations and is optimized to maximize the minimum critical buckling load.
In the second, the structure under a similar loading is modeled as linear elastic, and the critical buckling load is
computed with linearized buckling analysis. Speci� c issues addressed include usage of suitable “mixing rules,” a
node-based design variable formulation, techniques for eliminating regions devoid of structural material from the
analysis problem, and consistent design sensitivity analysis. The performance of the formulations is demonstrated
on the design of different structures. When problems are solved with moderate loads and generous material
usage constraints, designs using compression and tension members are realized. Alternatively, when fairly large
loads together with very stringent material usage constraints are imposed, structures utilizing primarily tension
members result. Issues that arise when designing very light structures with stringent material usage constraints
are discussed along with the importance of considering potential geometrical instabilities in the concept design of
structural systems.

I. Introduction and Motivation

V ARIABLE topology material layout optimization is a po-
tentially useful tool in the design of structures, mechanical

parts, composite materials, and even microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS). Its usage and a variety of formulations have been
widely explored over the past 15 years for a considerable range
of applications.1 Bendsoe and Kikuchi2 and numerous subsequent
works by a wide range of investigators have introduced topology
optimizationmethods dealing with linear elastic material behaviors
and geometrically linear structural behavior. To this point compar-
atively few works have addressed continuum structural topology
optimization of nonlinear systems. Among these are works using
Voigt–Reuss continuum topology formulations and consistent sen-
sitivity analysis techniques for designing structures3 and composite
materials4 featuring general materially nonlinear behaviors; maxi-
mizing structural ductility using adaptive topology optimization5;
elastoplasticcombined shape and topology optimization6; and con-
tinuum topology optimization of elastic systems undergoing � nite
deformations.7¡12

Consideration of geometrical and/or buckling instabilities is an
important issue in the conceptualdesign of sparse spatial structures.
For example, in design of long-span bridges tension structures are
typically optimal because they preclude potential buckling. If con-
tinuum topology optimization were applied to obtain concept de-
signs of sparse spatial structures and buckling were not considered,
the design results could rely excessively on compression and thus
constitute unacceptable concept designs. In design optimization of
discrete truss structures, buckling behaviors can be avoided alto-
gether by prescription of Euler buckling constraints on loads in in-
dividual structuralmembers.13;14 In continuumtopologydesign for-
mulations, however, this process is much more challengingbecause
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it is very dif� cult to identify discrete structural members, their geo-
metrical properties,and their end supportconditionsfrom the vector
of design variables.One promising approach to addressinggeomet-
rical instabilities in continuum structural topology optimization15

is to model the structure as a linearly elastic system and to use the
minimum critical buckling load computed via eigenvalue analysis
in either the objective function or as a design constraint.

On the other hand, in the design of MEMS with continuumstruc-
tural topology optimization it is not uncommon for the system to
be designed to undergo � nite deformations even before geomet-
ric instabilities might develop.16;17 In such cases it is necessary to
base the analysis and design on a more general framework that
addresses � nite deformations in the system and the development
of potential geometrical instabilities. In recent years works dealing
with continuumtopologyoptimizationof structures to minimize the
generalized compliance at � nite deformations have been proposed
and demonstrated,8 althoughminimizationof nonlinearcompliance
does not necessarily address potential geometrical instabilities. To
this point in time, only a limited number of works9¡12 have dealt
with this important issue of taking � nite deformationsof the system
into account,while also takingaccountof the associatedinstabilities
that arise in the structure in a consistent fashion.

In the body of this paper, a generalhyperelasticcontinuumframe-
work is developed for structural analysis and continuum topology
optimization. Within this framework both the generalized compli-
ance of the system and the minimum critical buckling load for the
system can be addressed. As an alternative, a linear elastic contin-
uum topology formulation is also used along with minimum criti-
cal buckling values computed by linearized buckling analysis. For
both formulations expressions for design sensitivity of structural
responses to material distribution parameters are developed and
veri� ed. The two approaches have been implemented, tested, and
compared on a variety of relevant design problems.

Although they are not the central focus of this work, two addi-
tional issues critical to achieving the objectives of this work are
addressed in this manuscript. The � rst is that of using a contin-
uum topology formulation based on nodal design variables as op-
posed to element-based design variables. Because node-based de-
sign variables feature C0 continuity, this framework is invulnerable
to checkerboarding instabilities and thus does not require any spa-
tial � ltering techniquesto precludesuch instabilities.As it is beyond
the scope of this paper to fully explore the characteristics of nodal
topologyformulations,the subjecthasbeen exploredin considerable
detail in a separate paper fully devoted to the issue.18 The second
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issue addressed is that of removing regionsdevoid of structuralma-
terial from the structural analysis model. In the current context this
is a vital consideration,because “empty” elements can suffer exces-
sively large deformations as the structural system undergoes large
deformations.The excessivedeformationin the empty elements can
lead to singular behaviors that make it extremely dif� cult to solve
the nonlinear system equations. In addition, because the structural
analysis problems consideredhere are frequentlynonlinear the sav-
ings in computationaleffort when void regions are eliminated from
the structural model can be very considerable.

II. Distribution of Materials
In most continuum structural optimization formulations there is

some treatment of intermediate cases where a speci� c region of a
structure is not fully occupied by solid structural material and yet
not completely devoid of structural material either. In this work de-
scription of these regionsuses amorphousmixtures (i.e., no speci� c
microarrangement of materials is assumed). The complete unde-
formed spatial domain of the structure to be designed is denoted
by ÄS; its designable subset by ÄD ; and its nondesignable subset
in which the spatial/topological arrangement of materials is taken
to be � xed by ÄN . The arrangement of a structural material in ÄD

remains to be determined, and so this region is called designable.
A set of single or multiple loading/boundary conditions to which
ÄS will be subjected is speci� ed, and a starting design b.0/, which
speci� es the initial material layout in ÄD , is selected. For each set
of loading/boundary conditions, the structure will be analyzed as a
boundary-valueproblem.

The design of a structure is here considered to be the spatial dis-
tribution of the structural material in Äs . To describe very general
structural material distributions in Äs , a volume-fraction approach
described earlier in Ref. 3 and alternatively described as the den-
sity approach by others is used. Although preference is given here
to � nal material layout distributions that are nearly discrete, such
distributions are typically achieved using continuous formulations
permitting mixtures to exist throughout the design domain ÄD . By
permitting mixtures, the structural material A and a � ctitious void
material B are allowed to simultaneouslyand partiallyoccupyan in-
� nitesimalneighborhoodabout each LagrangianpointX in ÄD . The
volume fractionof structuralmaterial phase A at a � xed Lagrangian
pointX in the designdomainÄD is denotedby ’A.X/ and represents
the fractionof an in� nitesimal volume element surroundingpoint X
occupiedby material A. Natural constraintsupon the spatialvolume
fractions for the two-material problem are

0 · ’A.X/ · 1 0 · ’B .X/ · 1 ’A.X/C’B .X/ D 1 (1)

The last physicalconstraintof Eq. (1) states that the material volume
fractionsat X are not independentand so oneneedonly be concerned
with the layout of structural material A.

Using the same mesh and basis functionsthatwill be used to solve
the structural analysis problem described next, the spatial distribu-
tion of structural material in ÄS is expressed using the following
expansion:

’.x/ D
NumnpX

i D 1

’i Ni .x/ 8x 2 ÄS (2)

where ’i are the nodal volume fractions, Ni .x/ are the nodal shape
functions, and Numnp denotes the number of nodes in the struc-
tural model. The design vector b describing the arrangement of
materials in the structural domain ÄS thus has the composition
b D .’1; ’2; ’3; : : : ; ’Numnp/. This approach yields a C0 continu-
ous design variable � eld that is not susceptible to checkerboarding
instabilities.18

III. Analysis Formulation
A. Hyperelastic Structural Analysis at Finite Deformations

The strong form of the nonlinear elliptic boundary-value prob-
lems to be solved is as follows: Find u : .ÄS £ [0; T ]/ 7! <3, such

that the Kirchhoff stress � eld satis� es

¿i j; j C ½0° j D 0 on ÄS 8t 2 [0; T ] (3a)

subject to the boundary conditions:

u j .t/ D g j .t/ on 0g j for j D 1; 2; 3; t 2 [0; T ] (3b)

ni ¿i j D h j .t/ on 0h j for j D 1; 2; 3; t 2 [0; T ] (3c)

The Kirchhoffstress tensor¿ is related to the Cauchy stress tensor¾
via the relation¿ D J¾ where J D det.F/ and F is the deformation
gradient tensor. As is customary, it is assumed that the Lagrangian
surface¡ boundingthe LagrangianstructuraldomainÄS admits the
decomposition ¡ D ¡g j [ ¡h j and 0g j \ 0h j D f;g for j D 1; 2; 3:
For a given mesh discretizationof Äs whose complete set of nodes
is denoted f´g, the subsequent design formulation is facilitated by
introducing a subset of nodes f´hg at which nonvanishing external
forces are applied and a subset of nodes f´gg at which nonvanishing
prescribed displacements are applied.

Because the analysis problem is being solved in the context of
topologyoptimization,it is assumedthat a localmicroscopicmixture
of two generic materials A and B resides at each point X in the
structural domain ÄS . In Eq. (3a) ¿ represents the macroscopic
Kirchhoff stress of the local mixture, which is dependent on the
constitutive properties of the two material phases and the mixing
rule employed,

¿ .X/ D ¿ [¿ A.FA/I ¿ B .FB /I ’] (4)

where FA and FB are the respective deformation gradients for ma-
terials A and B at a given point X, ¿ A and ¿ B are the stress tensors
for the two materials at X, and ’ is the volume fraction of material
A. For simplicity and ef� ciency, a power law mixing rule with an
isodeformation condition6 is used here. Therefore a speci� c form
of Eq. (4) is

¿ .X/ D ’ p¿ A C .1 ¡ ’ p/¿ B (5)

where p ¸ 1 is a � xed parameter of the mixing rule. In accordance
with the isodeformationassumption,

FA D FB D F D @x
@X

(6)

where x D X C u.X/.
It is assumed that both materials A and B obey isotropic hypere-

lastic constitutivelaws. The particularstrain energyfunction E used
here for both materials is that of Ciarlet19 wherein the volumetric
U and deviatoric NW strain energy functions for the two materials A
and B are assumed to be decoupled and of the forms:

E.F/ D U .J / C NW .µ/ (7a)

U .J / D 1
2
K

£
1
2 .J 2 ¡ 1/ ¡ .J /

¤
(7b)

NW D 1
2 ¹[tr. Nµ/ ¡ 3] (7c)

In the preceding expression J is again the determinant of F; K is a
constant bulk modulus; ¹ is a constant shear modulus; µ D FFT is
the left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor; and Nµ D J ¡.2=3/µ is its
deviatoric part. For this model, therefore, the Kirchhoff stress ¿ in
a material is thus related to deformation quantities in that material
as follows:

¿ D JU 0.J /1 C 2 dev
@ NW
@µ

(8)

The weak or variational form of the stress equilibriumproblem can
be obtained by restating the original form [Eq. (3a)] as

Z

ÄS

.¿i j;i ±u j C ½0° j ±u j / dÄS D 0 (9)
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from which integration by parts, usage of Green’s theorem, and
utilizationof the natural boundary conditionsgives the virtual work
equation

Z

ÄS

¿i j ±"i j dÄS D
Z

ÄS

½0° j ±u j dÄS C
Z

0h

h j ±u j d0h (10)

In Eq. (10) the expression on the left represents the internal vir-
tual work d.±W int/, and that on the right, the external virtual work
d.±W ext/. The differentialof the internalvirtualwork can be written
as

d.±W int/ D
Z

ÄS

±"i j dLv.¿i j / dÄS C
Z

ÄS

±" j i ¿im d" jm dÄS (11)

indicating a decomposition into, respectively, a material stiffness
term containing the Lie differential of the Kirchhoff stress and a
geometric stiffness term.

Usage of a Galerkin formulation,in which the real and variational
kinematic � elds are expandedin terms of the same nodalbasis func-
tions and discretization of the time domain into a � nite number of
discrete time points, leads to the following force balance equations
at each unrestrainednode A in the mesh as here at the .n C 1/th time
step:

rA
n C 1 D . f int/A

n C 1 ¡ . f ext/A
n C 1 D 0 (12)

where

. f int/A
n C 1 D

Z

ÄS

.BA/T
n C 1 : ¿ n C 1 dÄS (13a)

. f ext/A
n C 1 D

Z

ÄS

½0 N A°n C 1 dÄS C
Z

0h

N Ahn C 1 d0h (13b)

In Eqs. (13a) and (13b), BA
n C 1 represents the spatial in� nitesimal

nodal strain displacement matrix [BA
n C 1 D rs

xn C 1
N A.x/], and N A

denotes the nodal basis function for the Ath node. Under � nite de-
formations Eq. (12) represents a set of nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions that must be solved in an iterative fashion for the incremental
displacement � eld .1u/n C 1 D un C 1 ¡ un for each time step of the
analysis problem.

When external forces applied to a structure are independentof its
response,the derivativeof the i th residualforcevectorcomponentat
the Ath node with respect to the j th displacementvector component
of the Bth node is simply

K AB
il D

Z

ÄS

B A
ji c jk B B

kl dÄS C
Z

ÄS

N A
; j ¿ jk N B

;k ±il dÄS (14)

where c jk is the spatial elasticity tensor in condensed form. Assem-
bly of this nodal stiffness operator for all unrestrainednodes A and
B gives the structural tangent stiffness matrix.

B. Compliance Functional and Design Sensitivity Analysis
The generalizedcompliance 5 of a structural system undergoing

a loading by a system of varying body forces, applied tractions, and
applied displacements can be expressed as follows:

5.t/ D
Z t

0

Z

Äs

½.’/°.¿/ ¢ v dÄs d¿

C
Z t

0

Z

0h

h.¿/ ¢ v d0h d¿ ¡
Z t

0

Z

0g

tn ¢ Pg.¿/ d0g d¿ (15)

where °.¿ / is a time-varying body force vector, h.¿ / a system of
surface tractions applied to the structure, and Pg.¿ / a � eld of veloci-
ties applied to the structure, where in all cases ¿ plays the role of a
parametric time variable.The generalizedcomplianceof a structure
can potentiallybe used to design structures in a way that minimizes
their susceptibilityto buckling. For example, when a structure goes

through a point of instability the incremental compliance at that
point gets very large. Consequently, it is possible that by minimiz-
ing the generalized compliance of a structural system one is also
designingthe structure to be less prone to buckling.For a wide vari-
ety of material behaviors, the generalizedcomplianceof a structural
system can be computed using integration as follows:

5.tN /D
X

k 2 f´h g

N ¡ 1X

n D 0

±
f k
n C 1

2

²
¢
¡
1uk

n C 1

¢

¡
X

j 2 f´g g

N ¡ 1X

n D 0

±
f j

n C 1
2

²
¢
¡
1g j

n C 1

¢
(16a)

D
N ¡ 1X

n D 0

"
X

k 2 f´h g

±
f k
n C 1

2

²
¢
¡
1uk

n C 1

¢
¡

X

j 2 f´g g

±
f j

n C 1
2

²
¢
¡
1g j

n C 1

¢
#

(16b)

D
N ¡ 1X

n D 0

.15n C 1/ (16c)

The � rst sum in Eqs. (16a) and (16b) corresponds to work done by
external forces applied to the structure, where speci� c expressions
for external forces were provided in Eq. (13b), and the second sum
in Eqs. (16a) and (16b) expresses the work done on the structure
by applied displacements. Displacement loading is applied to the
structure with prescription of nonvanishing displacements g at the
nodalsubsetf´gg. Suchnodesneednotnecessarilylie on theexternal
boundariesof ÄS , and the associated displacement � eld is simply

g.x/ D
X

j 2 f´g g

N j .X/g j

where g j are applied nodal displacements.
The design derivativeof the generalizedstructural compliance at

any given time instant tN can be expressed using adjoint sensitivity
analysis20 simply as

d5.tN /

db
D

N ¡ 1X

n D 0

d.15n C 1/

db
(17)

where

d.15n C 1/

db
D

X

k 2 f´h g

"
@f k

nC 1
2

@b
¢ 1uk

n C 1 C f k
n C 1

2
¢

d
¡
1uk

n C 1

¢

db

#

¡
X

j 2 f´g g

d f j

n C 1
2

db
¢ 1g j

n C 1 (18a)

D
X

k 2 f´h g

"
@f k

n C 1
2

@b
¢ 1uk

n C 1 C
¡
ua

n C 1

¢k ¢ @.rn C 1/

@b

#

¡
X

j 2 f´g g

d f j

n C 1
2

db
¢ 1g j

n C 1 (18b)

In Eq. (18b), .ua
n C 1/

k is the solution of the following linear adjoint
problem solved after the equilibrium analysis problem is solved at
the .n C 1/th time/load step:

Kn C 1 ¢
¡
ua

n C 1

¢k D ¡ f k
n C 1

2
(19)

In solving Eq. (19), the current tangent stiffness operator speci� ed
in Eq. (14) is employed.

C. Critical Load and Design Sensitivity Analysis
An alternativeapproachto designingbuckling-resistantstructures

is to apply displacement-controlled loading to the structure and to
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Fig. 1a Critical load and de� ection associated with a structural
response.

Fig. 1b Algorithm for � nding the � rst critical point of a structure’s
response.

maximize thecriticalinternalforce that can begeneratedin response
to this loading.The magnitudeof theapplieddisplacementloadingis
merely thatwhich inducesthe � rst instabilityin the structuralmodel.
The � rst instability point is the � rst point in the load-de� ection re-
sponseof the structuralmodel at which the tangentstiffnessoperator
de� ned in Eq. (14) becomes singular. A reliable algorithm for � nd-
ing such singularpointsthat has beenused by the authorsin a variety
of other applications21;22 is presented in Fig. 1. Essentially, this al-
gorithm involves gradual and iterative approachingof the structural
model’s � rst critical point of instability.

Once the critical point is found, the objective is to compute the
magnitude of the resistance force generated in the structure and to
design the structure so as to maximize the resistance. For example,
if the applied displacement loading

g.x/ D
X

K 2 fng g

N K .X/ ¢ gK

is applied to the structureand induces instability,then the magnitude
of the critical resistance force generated in the structure will be

f int
crit D

X

K 2 fng g

µ
¡gK

kgK k
¢
Z

Ä

BT
K ¢ ¿ dÄ

¶
(20)

Accordingly,anoptimizationproblemto maximize this criticalforce
would be as follows:

max
b

¡
f int
crit

¢
such that r.b; u/ D 0

and such that VMaterial ¡ Vallowable · 0 (21)

The design derivative of the critical buckling force is computed
using adjoint sensitivity analysis as follows:

d f int
crit

db
D

X

K 2 fng g

µ
¡gK

kgK k
¢
Z

Ä

BT
K ¢ @¿

@b
dÄ C

¡
ua

K

¢
¢ @r

@b

¶
(22)

where .ua
K / is the adjointdisplacementassociatedwith the K th node

at which prescribeddisplacementsare applied.Speci� cally, it is the
solution of the following adjoint problem:

K ¢
¡
ua

K

¢
D ¡

@
¡

f int
crit

¢
K

@u
(23)

whereK is tangentstiffnessoperatorat thecurrent stateof the model.

IV. Linearized Buckling Model
A. Analysis

The full geometrically nonlinear method just proposed for maxi-
mizing the minimum critical buckling load in continuum structural
topology optimization is potentially very computationally expen-
sive. A potentially more ef� cient alternative might be to use lin-
earized buckling eigenvalue analysis to estimate the critical buck-
ling load for the structure and to then maximize this approximation.
Neves et al.15 have presented an approach to include the critical
load criterion in the continuum topology optimization model. Lin-
earized buckling eigenvalue analysis proceeds as follows: A pre-
scribed force loading f ext is applied to the structure with its magni-
tude necessarily being less than that required to induce geometric
instability in the structure. Once the resulting linear, elastostatic
displacement solution u D fu i g 2 RN to the applied loading f ext is
obtained .KL ¢u D f ext/, where KL is the linearizedstiffness matrix,
then the following eigenvalue problem is solved:

KL .b/Ã C ¸G.u; b/Ã D 0 (24)

In the preceding, b D fbeg 2 RM is the vector of design variables;
KL is the linear tangent stiffness operator; G.u; b/ is the linearized
geometric stiffness matrix; ¸ D ¡ÃT KL Ã=Ã T GÃ is an eigenvalue
denoting the magnitudeby which f ext must be scaled to create insta-
bility in the structure, and Ã is a normalized eigenvector satisfying
ÃT KL Ã D 1. For this model it is assumed that linearized stiffness
operator KL is real, symmetric, and positive de� nite, whereas G is
only assumed to be real and symmetric. To avoid numerical dif-
� culties in the solution of Eq. (24) associated with the inde� nite
characteristics of G, it is common23 to solve the modi� ed eigen-
value problem that deals with two positive de� nite matrices:

[.KL C G/ ¡ ° KL ]Ã D 0 (25)

where

[° D .¸ ¡ 1/=¸]

B. Optimization Problem
Once the linearized eigenvalue problem [Eq. (25)] is posed and

solved, the design problem is formulated to maximize the minimum
buckling load ¸. The objective functional fE to be minimized for
thisproblemwould simplybe the reciprocalof the lowesteigenvalue
¸ as follows:

fE .u; b/ D 1=min.¸/ (26)

The optimization problem is thus stated to minimize the reciprocal
of the � rst (or minimum) critical buckling load as follows:

min
b;u

fE D min
b;u

³
1

¸

´
D min

b;u

³
¡max

Ã 6D 0

ÃT GÃ

ÃT KL Ã

´
(27)

subject to the normal bound constraints on the design vari-
ables [Eq. (1)], the linear, structural equilibrium state equation
[r.u; b/ D 0 D KL ¢ u ¡ f ext], and a constraint on material resources.

Using adjoint design sensitivity analysis, the Lagrangian of the
optimization problem (27) is

L D fE C ua ¢ r.u; b/ (28)
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where ua is the adjoint displacement vector and the solution of the
linear, adjoint problem

KL ua D ÃT @G
@u

Ã (29)

For a simple eigenvalue the design gradient of L is written simply
as

dL

db
D @ fE

@b
C .ua/T ¢ @r

@b
(30)

where:

@ fE

@b
D ¡ÃT

³
@G
@b

C 1
¸

@KL

@b

´
Ã (31)

In Eq. (30) the partial derivativeof r with respect to b can be found
from the equilibrium state equation as follows:

@r
@b

D @KL

@b
¢ u ¡ @f ext

@b
(32)

Consequently, the � nal expression for the design gradient of L can
be written in the following form:

dL

db
D ¡ÃT

³
@G
@b

C 1

¸

@KL

@b

´
Ã C .ua/T

³
@KL

@b
¢ u ¡ @ f ext

@b

´

(33)
In the current formulationa simple eigenvaluehas been assumed.

In caseswhere multipleeigenvaluesoccur,computationof the sensi-
tivities can be somewhat more involved because the eigenvectorsof
the repeated eigenvalues are not unique, rendering the eigenvalues
only directionally differentiable.24;25 Frequently, though certainly
not always, however, multiple eigenvalues occur in symmetrical
structures and are actually attributableto the structural symmetry.26

In such cases approachesthat reduce the designspace in accordance
with the symmetry27 can render the repeated eigenvalues fully dif-
ferentiable in the reduced design space.

V. Analysis Problem Size Reduction Technique
In continuumtopologyoptimizationof sparse structureswith lim-

ited structural material usage and realistically large design loads,
geometrical instabilities become a de� nite possibility. If modeled,
geometrical instabilities in structural systems can result in � nite de-
formations.The modelingof � nite deformationsin mixed solid-void
grid-likemeshesused in continuumstructuraltopologyoptimization
can result in excessive distortion of void or low-density elements
that can in turn lead to numerical dif� culties solving the structural
analysis problem. Because the optimization process in continuum
topology optimization typically removes structural material from
low stress or low-sensitivityareas, fairly substantial regions of low-
density elements are common. As these elements are highly com-
pliant, they contribute very little to structural stability, while being
subject to excessive deformation that creates numerical dif� culties.
Therefore, it is sometimes advantageous to identify these large re-
gions of void and low-densityelements and to remove them, at least
temporarily, from the structuralanalysisproblem. An automatedal-
gorithm for identifying such regions and removing them from the
structural analysis problem is presented and discussed next. The
procedureproposedand investigatedhere is reversible in that it per-
mits low-density regions of the structure to return as high-density
structural regions even after they have previously been removed
from considerationduring structural analysis.

The essenceof theproposedanalysisproblemreductiontechnique
can be captured in the three steps listed here:

1) All � nite elements in the structural analysis model that are
devoid of solid material, or nearly so, are identi� ed as “void” ele-
ments. (Typically, in the examples presented next, if an element’s
volume fraction of solid material is less than or equal to 0.002, it is
identi� ed as void.)

2) All nodes that are members only of void elementsare identi� ed
as “prime” nodes. The degrees of freedom of such prime nodes are
restrained, reducing the size of the analysis problem.

3) If only prime nodes comprise an element, that element is then
denotedas a prime element.Such prime elementsare then neglected
in the structural analysis problem, so that if they undergo excessive
distortion it does not create any singularities in the system of � nite
element equations. It is worth noting that prime elements are those
that are surrounded by void elements.
A graphicaldescriptionsupportingthe explanationof this technique
for reducing the analysis problem is presented in Fig. 2.

The matter of reducing the analysis problem by neglecting sig-
ni� cant regions of void elements has been addressed in preceding
works.9;10 The current reduction techniques have proven to be both
robust and ef� cient in all of the example problems presented in
Section VI. The techniques are especially powerful and effective
when applied in design problems involving extremely sparse struc-
tures because highly re� ned meshes are needed when very strin-
gent material resource constraints are imposed. When a � ne mesh
is employed with a very limited amount of structural material, the
proposed reduction techniques will allow for dramatic savings in
computing effort.

VI. Demonstrative Examples
A. Material Properties and Mixing Rules

Before any sample computationswere performed, the designgra-
dient expressions presented in Secs. III and IV of this paper were
con� rmed on a number of small problems by comparison with con-
verged� nitedifferencegradients.In allcasesnearlyexactagreement
was obtained between the results computed with the semianalytical
expressionsand the resultscomputedwith � nite difference.With the
design gradient expressions con� rmed, a number of sample prob-
lems were then solved. In all example problems solved next, the
initial starting designs always utilized a completely solid structural
domain. In addition, the solid structural material in all problems
was isotropicwith Young’s modulus of 307 GPa and shear modulus
of 118 GPa. The nodal design variable formulation of Sec. II was
employed without any spatial � ltering of design variables and with-
out any perimeter control. Furthermore, the powerlaw mixing rule
with p D 4 was used in all computations.It is recognized that while
using (p D 4) will generally give essentially discrete � nal design
solutions it will not necessarily lead to attainment of the globally
optimal design solution. Although continuation methods28 could
have been employed here in which one begins the design problem
with (p D 1) and then graduallyincrements p until (p D 4), these are
not guaranteed to converge to the globally optimal solution either.

B. X-Structure Problem
In this probleman X-shaped structure shown in Fig. 3a is consid-

ered. The lateral by vertical dimensions of the frame are (11 £ 40).
A displacement loading of d · 10 is applied to the center node of
this structure, and for all designs the algorithm of Fig. 1 is applied
together with geometrically nonlinear structural analysis to com-
pute the critical internal buckling force that develops in response
to the applied displacement loading. The design problem solved
is that posed in Eq. (21), where only half of the original structural
volumecan be employed in the � nal, optimized structure.The struc-
ture is meshed with 1200 bilinear continuum � nite elements, and
the optimizationproblemis solved using sequential linearprogram-
ming techniques. The design solution to this particular version of
the problem is shown in Fig. 3b. Because it employs strictly tension
as opposed to compression, it is indeed the correct solution that one
would expect.

Although optimization of structures to maximize the minimum
critical buckling load based on fully nonlinear analysis was shown
to be successful, the computational expense can be considerable.
As a potentially more ef� cient way to achieve the same objec-
tive, linearized buckling analysis can also be used. Thus, for the
same structural model shown in Fig. 3a a force of magnitude
kf extk D 1:9 £ 1012 was applied to the centernode, and the structural
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2 Schematic to illustrate analysis problem reduction technique: , nodes with associated design variable values of zero; ², nodes with nonzero
design variable values; ¤, “prime” nodes whose degrees of freedom are restrained; elements with S are at least partially solid; elements with V are
essentially devoid of solid material; elements with P are prime elements removed from consideration, a) mesh with designated nodes and elements,
b) corresponding mesh used in analysis with solid elements blackened, prime elements removed, and void elements retained, c) mesh with an isolated
solid node among a region of void nodes, and d) resulting mesh in which there are no prime elements removed, thus avoiding formation of an island
that is disconnected from the remainder of the mesh.

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 3 X-frame problem: a) structure dimensions 11 ££ 40 and modeled with a mesh of 1200 bilinear continuum elements is loaded as shown;
b) design solution obtained by maximizing the minimum critical buckling load; c) design solution obtained by maximizing the minimum critical
load obtained using linearized buckling analysis; and d) design solution obtained by minimizing the structural compliance up to the point of the
� rst instability.

optimization problem was solved once again as follows:

min
b

³
1
¸

´
such that r.b; u/ D 0 for an applied load f ext

and such that V ¡ Vallowable · 0 (34)

With this linearized buckling criteria the resulting design (Fig. 3c)
is virtually identical to that achieved with nonlinear analysis and

shown in Fig. 3b. However, the computational time required with
the linearized buckling analysis was signi� cantly smaller than that
required with the geometrically nonlinear analysis.

The preceding design problem was solved yet again to minimize
the generalized compliance of the structure (16a–16c) under the
applied displacement loading up to the � rst point of instability. In
this particular instance the resulting design obtained to minimize
generalized compliance and shown in Fig. 3d is comparable to the
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Fig. 4 Circle problem 1: a) circular structural domain modeled with coarse mesh, with rigid boundary conditions and point load or displacement
applied at center; b) undeformed design solution obtained by minimizing structural compliance up to � rst critical point with structural material
constraint at 20% of structural domain; c) deformed con� guration of design solution; d) � ne mesh and applied load; e) undeformed design solution
obtained by minimizing structural compliance up to � rst critical point with structural material constraint at 2.5% of structural domain; and f)
deformed con� guration of design solution.

preceding designs obtained with nonlinear and linearized buckling
analysis.

C. Circle Problem
Continuum topology optimization solutions are frequently used

only as starting concepts that are suggestive of potentially optimal
structural forms. That is, the designs produced are then taken to a
second stage where more detailed shape and sizing analysis is per-
formed. When used in design of large-scale structures, continuum
topology solutions are frequently quite “heavy” in that the ratio
of volume occupied by structural material to the enclosed struc-
tural volume can be unrealistically large. Speci� cally, the global
volume fraction constraint used in many continuum topology opti-
mization methods is typically in the range of 0.10–0.50, whereas in
many structuresthe structuralmaterial occupiesonly approximately
1–2% of the enclosed structural volume. Thus, although buckling
of compression members can be a real concern in design of sparse
structures,continuumtopologymethodsthatproduceunrealistically
heavy designs are unable to address such concerns in the concept
design stage.

To address the developmentof geometric instabilities associated
with buckling,continuumtopology optimum methods must be used
with a � nite deformationnonlinear formulation or with a linearized
buckling approach. In addition, suf� ciently stringent material us-
age constraints must be imposed, which can in turn require highly
re� ned structural meshes. To illustrate this point, we consider the
design of a structure to carry a radial point load applied at the center
of the structural domain to the � xed boundary of the circular do-
main of Fig. 4a. The analysis problem was solved by imposing a
� nite displacement± · 0:1R at the center node of the structure and
using a nonlinear formulation to compute the resulting structural
response. The design optimization problem was � rst solved with a
coarse mesh (Fig. 4a) to minimize the generalized compliance of
the structure up to the � rst point of instability.A structural material
global volume fraction constraint of 20% was imposed. The result-
ing solution shown in Fig. 4b (undeformed)and Fig. 4c (deformed)
is quite heavy and supports the applied load using both tension and
compression.If during secondarydesign, however, the members are

made much lighter, the possibility of buckling in the compression
members would then become apparent, and the design would need
to be changed signi� cantly.

To detect the onset of geometrical instability within continuum
structural topology optimization, it is sometimes necessary to solve
problems of this type with much smaller volumes of structural ma-
terial or with loads and/or displacements large enough to generate
instability. The problem was solved once again to minimize the
generalizedcompliance with the � ner mesh shown in Fig. 4d and a
structuralmaterial constraintof 2.5% of the total structural volume.
The resulting design is shown in Fig. 4e (undeformed) and Fig. 4f
(deformed). Clearly, the structural model detects instability in the
light compression members, yet the problem formulation does not
result in complete elimination of the compression member.

As an alternative to solving this “circle” problem using a gen-
eralized compliance objective function, it was solved again using
the minimum critical buckling loads as the objective function. Us-
ing the moderately � ne mesh shown in Fig. 5a, the design problem
was solved a number of times. It was � rst solved with material us-
age constraints of 25% of the structural volume and with applied
an applied displacement ± · 0:1R, resulting in the design shown in
Fig. 5b (undeformed) and 5c (deformed). Because the material us-
age constraintis generousand because the loading is not necessarily
large enough to generate structural instability, a design using both
compression and tension is produced. When the design displace-
ment loading is increased to ± · 0:8R and when the material usage
constraint is reduced to 5% and even to 2.5% of the total structural
volume, the purely tensile designs of Figs. 5d and 5f (undeformed)
and 5e and 5g (deformed)areobtained.Such designsare clearlypre-
ferred because they will not be vulnerable to buckling instabilities.
A similar solution (Figs. 5h and 5i) can be obtained by maximiz-
ing the minimum critical buckling load obtained using linearized
buckling analysis.

In the preceding design problems relatively � ne meshes were
required in order to achieve sparse structural designs. The compu-
tational cost associatedwith using � ne mesh can be high. However,
when the problem reduction techniquesof Sec. V are employed the
cost can be reducedconsiderably.At the start of the design process,
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Fig. 5 Circle problem 2: a) circular structural domain with rigid boundaryrestraints and central load;b) undeformed solution obtained to maximize
minimum critical nonlinear load with material constraint at 20% of structural volume and applied displacement loading ± ·· 0:1R; c) deformed
con� guration of associated design; d) undeformed design obtained to maximize minimum critical nonlinear load with material constraint at 5% of
structural volume and applied displacement loading ± ·· 0:8R; e) deformed con� guration of associated design; f) undeformed design obtained to
maximize minimum critical nonlinear load with material constraint at 2.5% of structural volume and applied displacement loading ± ·· 0:8R using
� ner mesh; g) deformed con� guration of associated design; h) design obtained to maximize minimum critical load obtained with linearized buckling
analysis; and i) deformation associated with critical mode.

the structural analysis problems are indeed quite large and expen-
sive. However, as material is eliminated from the structural model
as the optimization process continues, the analysis problem gets
progressively smaller, until at the optimal design, the actual anal-
ysis problem can be quite modest in size. For example, in treating
the circle problem the analysis computation time at the optimal de-
signs was reduced by more than a factor of 10 using the proposed
technique.

D. Fixed-End Beam Problem
In this problem a � xed-end beam is loaded verticallywith a large

displacement applied to the center of the upper edge of the beam
as shown in Fig. 6a. The vertical and horizontal dimensions of the
beam are 20 £ 40, and the structural material usage constraint for
this problem is 10% of the total structural volume. A similar prob-
lem was introduced and solved by Buhl et al.,9 who showed that
their formulation yields completely different designs when using
geometrically linear analysis and when using geometricallynonlin-
ear analysis. More recently Gea and Luo11 have studied a similar
problem with three concentrated loads applied to the upper edge
of the beam, obtaining design results similar to those presented in
Ref. 9. In the present work both buckling formulations introduced
earlier are applied to this problem in concertwith the size reduction
technique mentioned in Sec. V. In the nonlinear problem formula-
tion a large displacement of 15 is applied to the structure, while a
force f D 1:9 £ 106 is applied in the linearized buckling case. The
continuumtopologyoptimizedmaterial layoutdesignsobtainedare
shown in Figs. 6b and 6e. The resultingtopologiessignify the ability
of both methods to track and address the geometrical instabilities
occurring in the structure, by building long tension members and
comparativelyshortcompressionmembers.The designproducedby
linearized buckling analysis is noticeably shallower than that pro-
duced by the nonlinear analysis, and, as a result, uses shorter and
thickercompressionmembers.These conceptdesignresultsare also
in general agreement with those of Refs. 9 and 11.

To compare the relative performance of the design solutions
shown in Fig. 6, the design (Fig. 6b) obtained with the nonlinear
analysis formulation has a computed nonlinear buckling load mag-
nitude of 2:4 £ 108 , whereas the design (Fig. 6e) computed from
the linear analysis has a computed nonlinear buckling load magni-
tude of 7:51£ 107 . Furthermore, when both designs are subjected
to linearized buckling analysis the design from nonlinear analysis
(Fig. 6b) has a linearized buckling factor of ¸ D 1 £ 103 , whereas
that computedwith linear analysis(Fig. 6e) has ¸ D 1:96 £ 103. The
authors do not take the differences between these two designs too
seriously, however, because the designs shown are viewed as “con-
cept designs,” which are starting points for subsequent shape and
sizing design optimization procedures.

In Ref. 9 the authors concluded that usage of a hyperelastic con-
stitutive law such as that used by Bruns and Tortorelli8 appeared
to result in unstable nonlinear analysis problems. In all of the pre-
ceding example problems, the hyperelastic constitutive model of
Sec. III has been used with very good results in the nonlinear formu-
lation togetherwith the analysisproblemsize reductiontechniqueof
Sec. V.

VII. Discussion
In this paper the objective has been to develop continuum struc-

tural topology optimization formulations that can be used to de-
tect and avoid buckling instabilities in the conceptual design stage
of sparse structural systems. Toward this end, both a � nite defor-
mation hyperelastic treatment of the structure and linear elastic,
linearized buckling treatment of the structure have been developed
and implemented. With the hyperelastic structural treatment both
generalized compliance and the minimum critical buckling load
were separately considered as objective functions. Based on the
example problems solved, selection of the minimum critical buck-
ling load as the objective function appears to be more effective at
consistently achieving stable designs than the generalized compli-
ance of the structural system. The minimum critical buckling load
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Fig. 6 Fixed-end beam problem: a) design problem with applieddisplacement loading for which structure is to be designed to maximize the minimum
critical load computed via nonlinear analysis; b) associated design solution; and c) deformed shape of design solution; d) design problem with applied
force loading for which structure is to be optimized to maximize minimum critical load computed with linearized buckling analysis; e) associated
design solution; and f) deformed shape associated with buckling eigenmode.

Fig. 7 Upper graph shows the variation in the � rst buckling eigen-
value during the optimization process, and the lower graph depicts the
normalized difference between the � rst two eigenvalues during the op-
timization process.

as computed from linearized buckling eigenvalue analysis was also
considered as an objective function in this work and was found
to give design results roughly comparable to those produced from
nonlinear stability analysis. For example, the performance of the
linearized buckling solution shown in Fig. 6e was analyzed using
the nonlinearbuckling analysis and the nonlinearsolution shown in
Fig. 6b was analyzed by linearized buckling formulation. For this
problemthe raw performancecharacteristicsof the design produced
by the linearized buckling formulation (Fig. 6e) are comparable to
that of the design produced by the nonlinear buckling formulation.

Because the buckling design optimization formulation here pro-
duced designs of raw performance characteristics comparable to
that of the nonlinear formulation and because the structural analy-
sis required in each design iteration is only linear, it is tempting to
say that the linearized buckling formulation is clearly superior to
the nonlinear buckling formulation. It must be noted, however, that
repeated, nonsimple eigenvalues in the linearized formulation pose
a potentially problematic issue. In the � xed-end beam example of
Sec. VI.D, nonsimple repeatedeigenvaluesnot attributableto struc-
tural symmetry occurred frequently in the design iterations (Fig. 7).
When this occurred, the computed gradient information supplied
from the sensitivity expression of Eq. (33) was incorrect, and so
the optimizationprocess typically made little or no progress toward

an optimal solution for an iteration or two. When very small move
limits (0.01) were employed in the sequential linear programming
optimizationmethod,however,thedesignprocessquicklyrecovered
and continueda broad (thoughnot monotonic)trendof convergence
toward an optimal design.With this approach the issueof nondiffer-
entiability (or directional differentiability)of repeated eigenvalues
was successfully overcome. Nevertheless, this is an issue that re-
quires further investigation.

A structural analysis problem size reduction technique has been
successfully implemented and tested on the numerous linear and
nonlinear problems presented in this work. This technique reduces
the problem size considerablyand at the same time removes the un-
stable elements temporarily from the structuraldomain. In addition,
the nodal design variable approach utilized in this work has demon-
strated stable performance on all test problems with no propensity
toward checkerboardingdesigns.

VIII. Conclusions
Within the context of a nodal topology optimization framework,

alternative formulations have been implemented and tested for de-
signing sparse structureswith high bucklingstability factors.Usage
of generalized compliance as an objective function was found un-
suitable for reliably yielding structural designs of high stability.
Alternatively, two design formulationsthat maximized the buckling
stability factors, one computedwith full geometric nonlinearityand
the other computed with linearized stability analysis, were found
to reliably yield designs of high buckling stability.The formulation
based on linearizedstability analysis is much more computationally
ef� cient than the formulation based on nonlinear analysis. Never-
theless, differentiability issues associated with nonsimple repeated
buckling eigenvalues require further attention.
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